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Wanda Stairs Howard was many things to numerous people, but initial and foremost, she was a
mother, grandmother, and wife.This book was written because a lot of people responded so
strongly to her story as it played out through the medium of Facebook, and many of these people
asked Lorna to place her mothers story into print in order that she could inspire other people who
werent lucky enough to learn her personally. Her daughter Lornas book can be an accounts of
how Wanda took what was left of her life and squeezed it before pips squeaked, how she and her
tireless Team Wanda celebrated her existence whilst she was still living it, and how ultimately they
arranged her free for the ultimate journey. By the finish of the publication, I hope that readers will feel
just like they understood Wanda and that many will take comfort and motivation from her existence
and death.
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 Not only for those people who are dealing with terminal illness. Brunelle's easy way of composing
speaks to . Wanda is a wonderful example of love Great browse!. I loved the way the author did
not really hold back, and was completely open and honest about the experience of watching her
mother exist to the fullest, while dying of cancer. Soon after finishing the publication, I found myself
telling people stories about her existence and the meaningful connection with her passing. Great
browse! Her poignant tale of a mom, her love forever and for her family will stay with you long after
you have place it down. Having recently dropped my own mother, it took a while to complete the
book but when I was finished, I felt as if a weight have been lifted. Our family had not been able to
discuss our mother or the previous few weeks of her lifestyle for quite a while. Let me start by
stating I am not a reader. Brunelle's easy method of composing speaks to the reader as though
she is speaking to an old friend. Recently, us and her closest friends collected to celebrate her life
and discuss Lorna's book. Great read!! Not only does Lorna's reserve do this beautifully on her
behalf own mom, she also displays us how exactly we can perform it for ourselves and those dear
to us by living each minute as if it had been our last. I have talked with them, their own families and
though everyone has a different life story, one wish is generally the same: that their lives end up
being remembered as being meaningful and that they not really become forgotten. I was so
touched by this book that I purchased a copy for all of my staff so that they too could experience
the story of Wanda, her great girl, Lorna and loving family. Her story is normally a testament to the
strength of the human being spirit, the appreciate of family members and the thin veil of wish that
separates us from the ones we have lost. Anyone who's facing a significant illness, caring for
someone you care about who is, or has experienced reduction should read this book. with interest,
perseverance and like. It teaches us that lifestyle is to be resided; It teaches us that miracles do
exist if we only open our mind and eyes up to see them. It teaches us to make every minute count
and that no matter how long our family may stick with us upon this Earth, their like is everlasting. I
was already in like Wanda and her incredible family and friends It is hard to know where to start in
reviewing this reserve. Thank you, Wanda for your inspiration and bravery. By the end of the initial
few chapters, I was already in like Wanda and her amazing friends and family. Like so numerous
others have stated in reviews, I found myself laughing and crying occasionally in the same web
page. Having been through years of cancers treatment with my girl, this was a hard book for me to
read at times, and I found myself having to put it apart for moments, sometimes times, sometimes
weeks until I was emotionally in a position to resume reading. It really is the type of book that makes
you imagine and re-think what you may believe to become accurate about God, miracles, the
power and power of the individual spirit and most of most about the circle of appreciate that
surrounds each of us. I was at Cahoun's Hollow Beach in Wellfleet, Massachusetts, (which if you
read the reserve offers some significance), as I browse the final 1/3 of this epic book. At one point, I
was really bawling and as I walked to the water, I looked out to the Cape Cod waters and
discovered myself saying out loud, "Thank you Wanda, you will always be part of me". What an
EPIC present Lorna Brunelle gave to her mother. Wanda is an excellent example of love, giving and
fun also in the wake of her very own diagnosis. I will think of Wanda each and every time I visit a
buoy, capture a glimpse of a starfish and clean my butter dish :) Among my favorite reads in an
exceedingly long time! Everyone Needs a little Wanda within Life!! This book is amazing!! This is only
the next time I've done an assessment here on Amazon, I'm in no way a good writer but I’m going
to try my best. Our minds were clouded with the discomfort of her moving and the profound
experience of what it was like to become with her in her last days. By that, I mean I’m just not
someone to sit still with a book and enter it like the majority of people, It’s terrible I understand.
When I purchased The Buoy Projects I was wishing because I Loved Wanda with All my center I



would at least complete half of it and she'd understand and maybe laugh at me from up above. An
upbeat and inspirational examine!! This book has everything and I REALLY LIKE IT!I am a palliative
treatment physician and also have spent countless hours at the bedside of those facing their final
times. This book made me cry, laugh, snort because I was doing both, produced me crave the
food she so adored and rethink about existence. A beautiful memoir about living life to the fullest
Heartrending but uplifting and inspirational story that offers readers a lovely roadmap for navigating
a malignancy journey. This was Wanda. Most of all it had you believing not merely in yourself and
that that you can do not in Life again and making you realize how very particular it is. As a lovely
Earth Angel this was most of who she was and all she wished to talk about. Her lessons, spit fire
attitude, guidance, laughter, tears, pain, like of meals & the a great deal of love she got here on
earth for ALL is continuing through her child Lorna in this Amazing book. That is her personality, this
is her Group, her hopes and dreams, her strength and unconditional like she acquired for all living
beings (except bugs) it’s her discomfort and exceptional strength, this is her Life. Lorna captured it
all in this book and is sharing every little bit of her mom that you could hear & Thank you for helping
me procedure my own mother’s death. My child gifted this book if you ask me when i had spine
surgery in-may of 2018. I sympathized with her issues, celebrated with her successes, and cheered
her on as she demonstrated an attitude of like, wish and faith. I recommend this reserve to every
one!! I could feel her and she made me feel special again. Truly inspiring - in Wanda's own word
"EPIC". Lorna’s tribute to Wanda’s lifestyle is a beautiful journey that we all are blessed to be a part
of. She certainly enables you to want to call all your family members and inform them that you like
them. We all should have a Wanda inside our life. right into a beautiful journey of love That is a
extraordinary journey of one woman turning what most individuals would think as a life sentence,
into a beautiful journey of love, family, excitement, and bucket lists. I recommend reading this
reserve.An excellent read! This is a great read on providing everyone perspective on LIFE and it’s
true meaning. We laughed, we cried and like Wanda, enjoyed our own mother's preferred Italian
delicacies. This book is simply wonderful. The Buoy Tasks is a MUST READ! feel. I felt like I had
known Wanda my life I actually laughed and cried my way through The Buoy Tasks. I felt like I
experienced known Wanda my entire life. An excellent read! May we all add even more bucket lists
to our lives filled with love and free from judgement. Lorna Brunelle has a method of pulling the
reader into Group Wanda. Thank you, Lorna for sharing your mom's story. Highly recommend
everyone add this with their summer reading list. I intend to examine it for a second time this
summer. This book was written from the heart by an incredible lady about her unforgettable mother!
Everybody requires a little Wanda in their life! She personally knew the writer and thought I might
enjoy reading it. Enjoy is definitely a total understatement! The descriptive phrase I treasured the
most was EPIC! Through each chapeter as the plot was revealed, I began to feel that I knew
Wanda as my pal.! This is a publication I intend to read more often than once. I was motivated by
the words of encouragement for anyone dealing with a health concern, to anyone who knows that
‘lifestyle is short’ and to make every instant count, and to anyone who needs to know we should
never take our God provided gifts for granted. Many thanks Lorna for a splendid book that I will
treasure and expose to my friends and relatives. I completely loved everything about this book,
including the cover, the manner in which it was written, and moreover the tale of the author’s
mother, Wanda. Grab existence by the horns and read It. This book is a life-changer - Wanda's
story, so beautiful told by her daughter, Lorna, made me cry a little, laugh more than I cried, and
really reflect on my personal journey. The Buoy Projects should be required reading for anyone
facing a cancer diagnosis - or any life-altering crisis, for that matter. A loving journey! Her use of
humor intertwined with bittersweet pleasure and sadness produced me laugh through my tears..



Wanda Stairs Howard lives on in the hearts of so many people. I read the reserve in TWO DAYS
front to back again, I couldn’t place it down! What exactly are you looking forward to? Enjoy each
day!
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